Application Note

Photonic Integrated Circuits for Lidar

PIC enabled Lidar
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InP Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs)
Optical chips or PICs can contain tens to hundreds of optical components. While electronic integrated circuits
(EICs) consist of transistors, capacitors, and resistors, a PIC consists of, for example, lasers, modulators,
photodetectors, and filters, all integrated on a single substrate. Several application fields, such as data- and
telecom, sensing, and lidar are already using or are considering the use of PICs for their products. This PIC
technology is accessible to users without a cleanroom, through so-called multi-project wafer runs and open
access foundries. InP based technology is commercially available through SMART Photonics and Fraunhofer
Heinrich-Hertz-Institut. Access is individually coordinated by JePPIX.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the Lidar cost, including forecast.
Source data: Velodyne, Quanergy and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

Figure 2: Schematic of an optical phased array, using
optical phase control (left) and wavelength control (right)
for beam steering3.

PICs can also be used to replace the beam-steering

require a different design approach, but the basic

part of the Lidar, through the use of optical phased
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arrays, as shown in the figure to the right. Much like
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Current technical developments

If you are interested in knowing more about the
capabilities and use of InP PIC technology for AI

The PIC and overall system need to be carefully

applications, contact JePPIX. The JePPIX Pilot Line

designed for the target application. The PIC
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technology platforms are mature now, accessible, for

manufacturing, enabling high-TRL development in a

example, through our Pilot Line at high technology

scalable design kit driven process, taking open
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access InP PICs from proof of concept to industrial

mostly for telecom and datacom applications. Lidars

prototyping levels.
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